Programming Hub: Learn to code!
Programming Hub, is a learning app with over 2M downloads, comes to android/iPhone
and brings with it a faster, convenient way to learn programming using precise
references, pre optimised examples, live compiler, and support for all the top
programming languages.
Learning to build software applications and programs – Is now fun, fast, and convenient.
Simply learn by referring to set of pre written examples or start by reading the precise
references. Also use videos, images, tips and much more to enhance your learning
experience.
Programming Hub offers you a one stop solution to learn, improve and practice your
programming skills.
Programming Hub is free for Android and Apple users in the Play Store and App Store.
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Built for speed
The fastest way of learning any programming language is reverse engineering – to learn
by analysing and understanding pre written programs. Access to a huge repository of pre
compiled and optimised examples.
Multiple Programming Languages
Get all the top programming languages under one roof. With a single tap add or remove
programming languages according to your preference.
Quick references
Yes, no one likes reading a hefty 500 page book! If it’s theory you are looking for – enjoy
the consolidated reference which covers all the essential topics in just about a few pages.
Run your code
Done reading? Want to try writing a few lines of code? Simply open the playground feature
and start writing, compiling and executing your own code. You can also save your code
and resume later.
Share your code
With a simple click you can share your program as PDF, text, mail or share it with friends
across social media.
Request a program
Can’t find a program? Request for a program and it will be added at the earliest.
Get it offline
Most of the content is made available offline. Once downloaded, enjoy the content forever
offline.

DETAILS


References – Rich, essential, and precise text for learning a programming
language.



Examples – Readily available set of pre written, compiled, and optimised
repository of programs for learning and using.



Important Tips – Best practices and tips to be aware of in a particular
programming language.



Interview Questions – Most often asked interview questions along with answers
for quick reference and preparation.



Playground (Beta) – A platform where users can write their own code, further they
can also compile and execute their code to see the output. Users can also save
their code for using it later.



Universal App – Programming Hub is a universal app that works across Android
and Apple devices which run Android 4.1.1+ and iOS 8+.
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